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Woca Intensive Wood Cleaner Spray
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INTENSIVE WOOD CLEANER
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Intensive Wood Cleaner is a specially developed
cleaning product for all indoor wood surfaces, such
as furniture, doors, panels, kitchen worktops etc.
regardless of whether they are untreated, oiled or
lacquered. Intensive Wood Cleaner effectively cleans

and removes dirt, grease and stains, quickly and
easily.
APPLICATION AREA
Cleaning of new, untreated, sanded and treated
wood. Ideal for all species of wood.

Easy and fast cleaning
cleaning

Basic cleaning and grease removal. Prepares
surfaces for additional treatment. Reduces
the surface tensions, so the following treatment can be done with great result.

High efficiency
effect

Neutralizes tannin and helps minimize the
risk of discoloration. Helps achieve more
intense colours. Extends the lifetime of the
wood.

Easy to use
application

Ready-mixed. Handy and practical spray
that simplifies the use of the product. For all
surfaces.

Indoor climate labelled
eco

Product information
Packaging: 750 ml
Colours: Colourless

Ensures a good working environment
during application. Does not harm indoor
air quality. Only for indoor use.

WORK DESCRIPTION
Preparation
Use WOCA Wood Stain Remover for particularly stubborn stains.
Please note
Intensive Wood Cleaner leaves oiled and wax-treated surfaces
completely free of oils, so re-oiling/waxing after cleaning is
required. Lacquered surfaces should be refreshed with WOCA
Master Care.

TREATMENT

APPLICATION

1

Shake the bottle thoroughly before use.

2

Spray Intensive Wood Cleaner onto the surface.

3

Allow the mixture to work for 5 minutes, before wiping down
with clean water.

4

Leave the surface to dry for 2-8 hours, depending on subsequent treatments.
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